
The Importance of Choosing the Right Dog Bed 

One of the most important decisions you will make as a pet owner is choosing the right bed for your 

dog. You want to provide them with the luxury and comfort they deserve for the years of joy they bring 

to your life. While sharing the sofa or bed with your dog seems fine, giving them their own special space 

will actually benefit you both. 

The right dog bed will provide your pet with their own private space, give them a sense of security, keep 

them at the right temperature throughout the seasons, cushion their joints and bones and limit the 

spread of dog hair and allergens.  

There are many different options and styles to choose from, so it’s important to take into consideration 

factors such as your dog’s size, age and special needs when making your decision.  

The shape of each bed is relative to the size and sleeping habits of each dog. Round dog beds 

accommodate dogs who like to curl up when they sleep. Rectangular beds are typically better for older 

dogs that have less flexibility or larger dogs that need the extra space to stretch out. Bolster beds, which 

are typically round, provide support against your dog’s back as well as a sense of security and safety. 

Many dogs love the built-in “pillow” feature, just like their owner has on their own bed.  

A pet's age and health also helps to determine which type of bed is a good fit. Older dogs will benefit 

greatly from orthopedic dog beds and Memory Foam dog beds. These types of beds offer support and 

cushioning to ease the discomfort of joint and muscle pain that is common in older or arthritic dogs. 

These beds also accommodate dogs that are recovering from surgery or an injury. The Memory Foam 

has been engineered specifically for dogs since their weight is distributed over a much smaller surface 

than humans.  These beds have the added feature of maintaining your dog’s body temperature no 

matter what the season.  

Puppies (and adult dogs as well) can certainly be a handful. Specifically, a puppy that loves to chew can 

present problems for owners and their home. Instead of letting your dog ruin your furniture, there is an 

alternative: chew-resistant dog beds. Their durable and sturdily constructed material and polyester fill is 

no match for even the most persistent chewers.  

Once you’ve decided which type of bed is the best fit for your dog, you get to explore the endless 

choices of colors, fabrics, personalization options and added features. You can even find dog beds that 

match well with your home’s existing décor.  

The folks over at Orvis (http://www.orvis.com) created the original Dog’s Nest- one of the most popular 

dog beds for all sizes, ages and breeds of dogs.  After seeing how his dogs took to this comfortable bed 

(which was originally used for Orvis CEO Perk Perkin’s goat), the idea of the Dog’s Nest was born.   

http://www.orvis.com/


Orvis offer a variety of dog beds including bolster dog beds, memory foam beds for older dogs, 

ToughChew ® beds for dogs who chew and many more. If you need any assistance in deciding which bed 

is best for your dog, you can contact their Pet Experts toll-free at 866-531-6188, by e-mail at 

pets@orvis.com or through their live chat feature on their website.  
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